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Mission Statement

Achieving all we can to develop fully our hearts and minds.
Sharing in a loving, caring, Christian community.
Making sure everyone is valued

Aims
To establish high expectations and pride in everything we do.
To create a clear and consistent set of guidelines for the presentation of children’s
learning.

Objectives
To motivate each individual to present their work in the best possible way.
To enable children to recognise work that is presented to a high standard.
To ensure each child knows the standard of presentation that is expected of them.
To share this information with parents on an annual basis (Meet the Teacher).

For Teachers
To create consistency in standards of presentation across the school.
To provide a baseline for judging acceptable standards of presentation.
Staff to model use of the standards expected, including the use of appropriate
resources. e.g. on the IWB – lines, grids to model good practice.
All handwriting which is on display for the children – on the interactive whiteboard,
books, flip charts, display – should be joined, legible, consistently formed and neat. In

Year 5 and 6, this may differ as they have to choose the appropriate style of
handwriting.
All children’s work must be marked using the agreed marking policy.
When sticking work/labels/headings in books ensure they are straight and cut to size,
do not let them overlap the side of the book.
Staff to mark in green. Trainees to mark in black.

Expectations for Children
Pencils should be used in all Maths books and in draft work if appropriate.
Margins in books and on paper should be drawn in pencil if required.
Blue pen should be used for all written work (not maths) as soon as possible from Year
3 onwards at the point where the teacher judges the child’s handwriting to be
sufficiently neat and fluent.
Felt pens should not be used in exercise books (except sketch book), although they can
be used on paper at the teacher’s discretion.

Expectations for Handwriting
Basic cursive script will be taught in foundation stage and developed through the school
with the expectation that by the time children leave Key Stage 1, they will be writing in
joined cursive script.
Cursive script is the preferred style for all teacher prepared worksheets and handouts.
Use the right size letters when you need to – capital letters at the start of sentences
and for proper nouns.
Handwriting is taught for 15 minutes per week and as an integral part of spelling and
phonics lessons.
Good examples of handwriting from the children will be displayed in the classroom as a
reference for others.
These good examples can be drawn from the end of Key Stage test marking guidance if
necessary (see Appendix 1 for some examples taken from End of Key Stage Writing
Guidance).

These examples could include letter families such as ‘curly caterpillars’ etc.

Expectations for the Layout of Written Work
The long date, day, date and month (short date Year 1) is written at the top, miss a line,
then write the Learning Objective (LO) on the next line. In KS1, it may be appropriate
for the teacher or teaching assistant to write/stick these in the children’s books.
At the start of a new piece of work, miss a line under the last piece of work, before
starting a new piece.
Do not leave a blank page.
Miss a line under the LO and start at the margin.
Leave one line between each paragraph. When children are ready (in Year 5 and 6) they
will indent rather than leave a line for a new paragraph.
Mistakes should be crossed out using a ruler (one neat line through the mistake) - do
not over-write or rub out. Eraser pens are not allowed in school.
Starting at the margin, write on the line to the end of the line.
Children are not to write in the margin.
School pens will be blue Staedtler 309 Dry safe. Reflective work by pupils (e.g. editing,
next step responses, fix it time work) to be done in purple pen.

Expectations for the Layout in Mathematics
In KS1 a treasury tagged folder will be used for work then a book. The oldest work will
be at the front of the folder. When a child is deemed ready, they will start to work on
squared paper, which will be filed in the folder, then directly in to a book.
In KS2 children will record their work in a book with squared paper.
If appropriate, pages can be divided into two by folding the page.
The short date, to be written on the left-hand side of the page, miss a line then write
the LO.
If text books have been used miss a line then write the book and page number.
Miss a line before starting work.

It may be appropriate for the teacher or teaching assistant to write these in the
children’s books.
All figures, this includes all mathematical signs and symbols, must be written neatly and
clearly with one figure to each square.
Each calculation must be clearly numbered to distinguish it from working figures.
There should be at least one clear square between each calculation, both horizontally
and vertically.
When using vertical layout, the answer should have ruler lines above and below an
answer with the operation sign to the left with a box space before the numbers start.
Calculations which involve ‘carrying’ should see the relevant digit written smaller than
usual beneath the bottom line.
In Maths Portfolios, each new objective will be at the top of a page or column and the
judgement reached annotated next to it.

Classroom Organisation and Resources
All children should have easy access to the appropriate equipment: rulers, pens, pencils,
colouring pencils. This may be in pencil cases, containers, trays, etc.
Learning journals/draft books may also be stored in these containers if teachers feel
this would beneficial.
Each room has whiteboards available for all the children.

Outcomes of Presentation Policy
Children of all abilities are able to present their work to the highest possible standard
increasing their confidence and self-esteem.
There is consistency across the school in terms of the standard of presentation
expected.
Progression in presenting work between each class is evident and understood by all
children and adults.

Exercise Book Usage
Class teacher writing in Reception to Year 3. Writing on front cover in Year 4, 5 and 6
(with teacher discretion). Full name top line, Year (….), subject, book number.

Michael Delph
Year 4
English
Book 1

Subject

EYFS

KS1

KS2

Other options

Blue
Plain book

Blue Folder
Blue
A4 squared

Blue
A4 Squared

Book Art

Blue
A4 Squared

Blue
A4 Squared

Red
A4 wide lined

Red
A4 lined

Red
A4 wide lined

Red
A4 Lined

Red
Handwriting
book

Red
Handwriting
book

Yellow
A4 wide lined

Yellow
A4 lined

Book Art

Purple
A4 Wide Lined
Passed on

Purple
A4 wide lined
Passed on

Purple
A4 lined
Passed on

Floor book

Topic

Floor book

Green
A4 wide lined

Green
A4 Lined

Book Art

Geography*

Floor book

Green
A4 wide Lined

Green
A4 Lined

Book Art

Maths
Workbook
Maths
Portfolio
English

Red
A4 wide lined

Reading
Journal
Handwriting

Red
Handwriting
book

Science

RE

Book Art

Subject

EYFS

KS1

KS2

Other options

Floor book

Green
A4 wide Lined

Green
A4 Lined

Book Art

Jotter/Rough
Book

Orange
A5 wide lined

Orange
A5 lined

Spelling Book

Green
A6 7mm lines

Green
A6 6mm lines

Floor book

Floor book

Floor book

Orange
A4 Lined
Passed on

Floor book

History*

PSHE

Floor book

Spanish

Art

ICT

Floor book

DT
Learning
Journal

Black

Homework

Black
Folder

Sketch Books

Sketch Books

Floor book

Floor book

Orange
A4 Plain
Passed on

Orange
A4 Plain
Passed on

Black
Folder

Black
A4 Lined book

Book Art

*may for part of topic work
Children are to be encouraged to take a real pride in their work and to show continued
development of work.
Taught handwriting sessions will take place in handwriting books or on pre-printed
worksheets. However, there will be an expectation that the cursive script will be used
in all written work, particularly in English books.
There will be one RE book, to be used across the school, which will be passed on if not
completed at the end of the year.
Science will be taught in all years from Year 1 to Year 6; science work will be recorded
in Science books. Cursive script will be expected in all recorded science work.
Spelling/word books are the same.

All children will also have a draft/ideas book. The primary use of this book is to record
research, make notes etc. These are also to be used during the input of lessons where
children can record any writing.
Mental Maths books are to be used for warm up starter activities.

Monitoring of Presentation Policy
The Senior Leadership Team will collect examples of children’s work on a termly basis
to ensure that the policy is being implemented consistently. This ensures that the
policy leads to good practice in facilitating effective feedback, learning and teaching.

APPENDIX 1: Handwriting Examples
KEY STAGE 1 (Year 2)
Working Towards the Expected Standard

Working At the Expected Standard

Working at Greater Depth

KEY STAGE 2 (Year 6)
Working Towards the Expected Standard

Working At the Expected Standard

No additional expectations for handwriting for Greater Depth

